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Preface

This book is the result of many years of field testing. With every edition of this reference guide, we’ve kept in mind the students we’ve worked with and the countless papers we’ve read. We’ve included here advice we’ve passed along to writers in our classes and tutorials, emphasized topics we know are major sources of confusion, and included strategies we know students find useful. We have also included valuable hints, strategies, and feedback our students have shared with us.

What’s New in This Edition?

*Prentice Hall Reference Guide* has been extensively revised in order to provide the most updated and easiest-to-use writing instruction. We’ve happily responded to your feedback, adding and integrating coverage of critical reading—essential for underserved students and useful for all—and including more real examples of interactions with texts, student writing, and explanatory graphics. In addition, we have bolstered the student-centered approach to writing. Finally, this edition features a new easy-to-read layout, graphics, and style throughout the entire book.

This edition continues to introduce students to the “big-picture” processes and genres of writing first, now weaving in the importance of critical thinking and critical reading, and then covers sentence-level concerns before moving on to the complexities of doing research and documenting sources. Tabs that divide the major sections for easy reference contain questions with corresponding pages to turn to for answers. The following tabs contain new material:

**Reading and Writing Processes (Tab 2)**

- New material on the interconnections between critical thinking, reading, and writing
  - New sections on critical reading and active reading strategies
  - New material discussing active engagement with reading material to enhance memory of its content
  - New focus on reading and writing for the rhetorical situation
- New section on genre and its relationship to purpose and audience
- New section on context and its importance in evaluating rhetorical situations
- New material on habits of mind for successful college work
- New visual illustrating effective notetaking strategies
- Updated student examples of paragraph organization strategies, featuring a variety of popular culture topics
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Reading and Writing for College and Career (Tab 3)
- New focus on reading and writing in academic disciplines and professional work
- New discussion on notetaking strategies for lectures in multiple academic subjects
- New material on email etiquette and composing tactful email messages to professors

Research (Tab 10)
- New focus on the connections between critical reading strategies and research writing
- New easy-to-follow checklist for evaluating the credibility of source materials
- New graphic illustrating how to map out the use of multiple source materials within a paper outline
- New example of how to quote a source accurately and credibly

Documentation (Tabs 11–12)
- Extensive update to the entire MLA chapter reflecting changes and coverage in the new MLA Handbook, 8th edition
  - Updated material describing changes to in-text citations and long quotation formats
  - New Quick Guide offering step-by-step guidelines on formatting elements of Works Cited entries
  - New easy-to-follow graphics illustrating MLA’s new container system for Works Cited entries
  - New images and sourcemaps demonstrating how to cite a variety of sources
- New sample pages of a CMOS-formatted student paper
- Updated CSE chapter reflecting coverage in CSE’s Scientific Style and Format, 8th edition
  - Updated examples of MLA, APA, CMOS, and CSE reference entries

Supplements

The following supplements accompany the tenth edition of Prentice Hall Reference Guide:

Strategies and Resources for Teaching Writing with Prentice Hall Reference Guide, Tenth Edition, is an instructor’s manual that offers advice on planning and teaching composition. In addition, it provides instructors with a guide to the special features of the handbook and offers strategies for encouraging students to use them.

Revel™

Educational Technology Designed for the Way Today’s Students Read, Think, and Learn

When students are engaged deeply, they learn more effectively and perform better in their courses. This simple fact inspired the creation of REVEL, an interactive learning environment designed for the way today’s students read, think, and learn.

REVEL enlivens course content with media interactives and assessments—integrated directly within the authors’ narrative—that provide opportunities for students to read, practice, and study in one continuous experience. This immersive educational technology replaces the textbook and is designed to measurably boost students’ understanding, retention, and preparedness.

Learn more about REVEL at http://www.pearsonhighered.com/revel/
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